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All smiles from Daniel Nathan, Carlos Tilmouth, Ozahy Leo, and Saverio Dixon
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Thanks to Lenny and Terrence in the media team and the staff and 
communities who contributed stories for this issue. There is so much 
good happening out bush and we want to share your stories so 
please give us a call.   

Waltja’s team has been growing in size and experience and are con-
tinually supporting each other. While people are recruited into main 
program areas like youth or aged disability they also work across all 
areas of Waltja. In a few weeks, we will have a Directors and mem-
bers cultural and planning meeting to be held over several days. All 
the staff will be there to provide support, set up camps, cook and 
clean and record the women’s ideas. When staff go bush the Direc-
tors and members are always there to work alongside our staff so it’s 
good to return this kindness.

COVID has continued to impact people’s lives, especially in the eastern states, but it is getting clos-
er to us all the time. Tourists are on the move and we all interact with them when we go to the 
supermarket or buy food, get fuel, buy takeaway. Try to get vaccinated and have your flu shots if 
you can. Stay safe for yourself and your family, and the whole community.

Thank you to Kate Lawrence, who has been doing an excellent job as acting CEO, giving me a 
chance to spend more time with family. It was great to have her back and hopefully we will see her 
again next year. Also, thank you and all the best to Jane Clark from Netgrrl who did an amazing job 
training the media and art workers and keeping Waltja on social media.

The winter is nearly over and we have had the community football finals. Congratulations to the 
men and women who played sports this season and to their supporters. When you travel don’t 
forget the spare tyre, water and save enough money to get back home!

If you want to be involved in Waltja activities or for us to visit your community please let us know. If 
you want to help or partner with Waltja contact us so we can take your ideas to the Directors.

See you somewhere soon, Sharijn

F r o m  T h e  M a n a ge r



Yuwa, I am going to talk in my own language first and then in English.

Waltjanya tjanaya warrkarringi rawa 2020. Tjana wiya patinu 
Waltjanya. Waltjalu alpamilanangi pawaku, mangarriku, anta 
yantayantaningi. Tjananya ngurra-tjutanya. NT-lu marrkunu wiya 
tanukutu yankuntjaku miinta mantjilpayingka.

Waltja AGM ngaraku September-ngka 20, 21, 22-nangka.
Wiya kuntarritjaku mara kuturriwa Waltja member 
nyinatjaku. Nyuntu tjinguru ngalya yananyi ngurrutjalanku 

nyuntu kulira mara katurriwa. Directors nyinarra tjana wankanyi ngurraku. Yanangu 
warrkanaku alpamilani panya ngurrangka nyinapayinya ngurra palya kanyintjaku. Nganana 
yuntjurringanyi yukarra, yukarra tjutanya ngalya yankutjaku ulkumanu tjutawana. 

Last year 2020 Waltja kept working. Waltja didn’t close. Waltja was helping everyone with power 
and food and keeping people safe. Northern Territory was really careful about that Corona virus. 
Waltja AGM will be on September 20th, 21st and 22nd. Don’t be shy to put up your hand to be a 
Waltja member. If you are coming to the AGM you might think about nominating to be a Waltja 
Director. They talk up for their communities. Directors help Waltja workers to do good work on 
the communities. We like to see young women coming, to join in with the older ladies.

Irene Nangala

Enid GallagherMargie Campbell

Sharijn King

Sandra Windy

Celine Ronson

F r o m  T h e  C h a i r p e r s o n



Grinding StonesGrinding Stones

Tilisa Kantawarra, her mother Mary Elizabeth and their family went out hunting for bush turkey 
near Kiwirrkurra, on the north side. While they were hunting they found this grinding stone in 
the grass. The stone was used for making damper and grinding Kampurarrpa bush tomato. 
Tilisa and Mary asked for the grinding stone to stay in the Waltja office for everyone to see.

Grinding stones are slabs of stone that Aboriginal people used to grind and crush different 
materials. Bulbs, berries, seeds, insects and many other things were ground between a large lower 
stone and a smaller upper round stone. Grinding stones are usually found where Aboriginal people 
lived and camped. They have been found in rock shelters and at open camp sites and rock art 
sites. The stones are sometimes found upside down with the grinding surface facing the ground to 
preserve it from the weather. Thank you Tilisa and Mary for this special gift. 



Softball started in Amengkwerne Amoonguna School in the 60’s with Mrs June Noble who 
was the kindergarden teacher. It was at the time when everyone was moved from the 
Bungalow at the Telegraph Station to Amengkwerne in Welfare days. The Amengkwerne 
school team played against other schools in town and at places like Ltyentye Apurte Santa 
Teresa. At the same time softball was being played by women and girls out bush, all over 
the central desert and at community carnivals like Yuendumu Sports.
Former team players and artists Margaret Palmer and Vicki Crowley, celebrated the story 
of the Amengkwerne softball teams at an exhibition at Araluen. The papier mâché figures 
show the skill, happiness, humour and power of those legendary softball teams - the 
women and girls of Amoonguna who have played the game.

Margaret and Vicki made about 40 papier sculptures over three years, telling the story of 
the 1982 Black Pants softball team and the 1983-84 Blue Pants softball teams that they 
both played in, along with the old ladies who came to watch them play.

The process of making the sculptures led to many conversations with players, children, 
grannies, aunties and cousins, with everyone looking at old photos and recalling 
memories. They told and listened to wild stories about playing softball in town and out 
bush.

To this day, softball is a great story of pride, happiness, humour and strength for the 
women and girls of Amengkwerne and their families. 



Utju community gets vaccinated!Utju community gets vaccinated!

Utju local fellas waiting for their vaccine

Utju Areyonga community showed strong leadership recently, 
lining up to the get the COVID-19 vaccine needle when it 
came to the clinic.  Congress vaccine nurses came to the clinic 
to talk about the vaccine, to help people at Utju feel safe about 
choosing to have the needle. Then the community members 
rolled up their sleeves for the first dose of the vaccine.

Having the vaccine means the virus is not as serious or scary. 
Being vaccinated means that even if you get the virus you 
won’t get so sick that you might need to go to hospital or die. 
It works to help stop the virus spreading as well.  It is very 
important that everyone who can get vaccinated gets both 
doses. 

Even the remote communities that don’t get tourists and are a 
long way from other places need to be careful about COVID 
sickness. We have seen how easily it spreads and how close it 
can get to us. All of these reasons helped Utju residents decide 
to get vaccinated. Congress did such a good job that almost 
everyone in the community who was there and able to get the 
vaccine got their first dose. 

Some people have been scared, but it’s better not to be scared. 
Just have the needle.  Tarna Andrews

Everybody in my community, they’re happy, they’re smiling. - 
Sarah Gallagher

If you get the needle, that’s safety for communities. Frank 
Dixon

“I told them I got my COVID needle. If you want it you should 
go to the clinic.“ Gordon Tiger

Vaccines are the best way to be ready to fight the virus 
when it comes. 

Sarah Gallagher and residents in the clinic waiting area



Sarah Gallagher Tarna Andrews

Gordon Tiger Frank Dixon

Adrian George & Sammy Abbott Des Kunoth

Well done to Utju mob!Well done to Utju mob!

COVID vaccineCOVID vaccine

Get VaccinatedGet Vaccinated



Padma is always thinking of oth-
ers and loves helping and serv-
ing her community. 

“Thank You to Padma Andrews 
for donating items for Waltja to 
take out to remote communities”

An exciting day for Jinika’s family in Papu-
nya. Meeting Jed, Yirara’s new Community 
Engagement Officer. Waltja are very proud of 
Jinika and her family’s efforts in supporting 
Jinika to go to boarding school. Jinika is start-
ing school with other central desert students 
for term 3. Congratulations Jinika! 

Stories about some special peopleStories about some special people

I am Norabella Cook. I am 9 years old kung-
ka (girl) from Amunturrngu. I attend year three 
in Watiyawanu Kuula (school). I like going to 
school and playing with my friends. Nerina and 
Bubble are my best friends. 
Pointing towards the mountain, Norabelle said, 
That is Mount Amunturrngu.  There are rain-
bows, water and dragons inside the rocks. We 
kids cannot go to the rocks alone. The dragon 
is not a friend. 
Norabella likes to be in her community because 
her family and friends are here. Sometimes, 
she plays softball with her dad. She also likes 
going to the town with her family to camp, swim 
and eat K.F.C.  She enjoys running, playing 
Tag, and making new friends. Norabella is a 
cheerful and friendly story-teller, who is curious 
about everything. 



Orange Sky, a national not-for-profit 
organisation that provides free 
mobile laundry services to people 
in need. Orange Sky was set up 
to alleviate some of the hardship 
faced by people experiencing 
homelessness by providing access 
to free laundry, warm showers and 
good conversations. 

Everyday, all over Australia, Orange 
Sky volunteers sit in orange chairs 
and have conversations with people 
doing it tough including young 
mothers, single dads, people over 
the age of 55 and Indigenous 
Australians.
Orange Sky already have remote 
services in Lockhart River, Palm 
Island and Maningrida. Along 
with Orange Sky’s work in remote 
communities, the organisation 
operates a total of 31 services 
across Australia and two in New 
Zealand.Nic Marchesi is Orange 
Sky’s Leader. He is planning 
to travel across the Territory 
communities.
“We want to listen and learn from 
as many people as possible to 
understand the community’s needs, 
priorities and challenges, and if and 
how Orange Sky could support the 
already amazing things happening in these communities.

They know that people living in remote communities are more likely to be affected by overcrowding, 
inappropriate housing and poor access washing machines. Look out for the van coming to your community.

ORANGE SKY PROVIDE A FREE LAUNDRY SERVICE



Waltja Directors are concerned that the knowledge 
about smoking ceremonies and related practices for 
keeping mothers and babies strong is being lost in 
some communities, because the ceremonies and 
practices are not taking place and senior women who 
have this knowledge have passed away. Concern 
about this has increased with the risk of spread 
of COVID. Waltja members in some communities 
have revived and maintained their baby smoking 
ceremonies and have asked Waltja to help them 
record this knowledge for future generations.  
Enid Gallagher from Yuendumu helped Waltja to get 
funding from CAGES Foundation to help with these 
ceremonies.
“Baby Smoking has been a tradition for a long time 
that keeps mothers and babies strong. Elders can 
teach young mothers the procedure of smoking 
babies. It is important to keep smoking babies 
because as the process is happening other woman 
and young mothers are also learning, so they can 
teach and encourage women in the future. 
 
It doesn’t happen in one language group, it happens 
in all language groups, because it’s been happening 
before, for many generations. At Waltja we want to 
help others as well with this baby smoking.” 

Waltja will help to document the ceremony if you want to, so that knowledge is passed down to the 
next generation. Waltja can come out for the ceremony with your family, and take photos or make 
a small video. We can help with fuel and maybe transport. The photos and videos will be private 
just for your family unless you want to share them with other women. If women in your community 
want to learn how to smoke babies, we can help you to share the photos and video with them, to 
help them learn and help them to remember. If you want photos and video of a baby and mother 
smoking ceremony talk to Waltja. We’ll need a few weeks of notice to make a plan with you before 
we come out to your community.  

Earlier this year, Waltja workers went to Yuendumu to document a baby smoking ceremony with 
Mickaela Lankin’s family. With help from PAW Media, we made a video and took photos, telling 
the story of which plants to use and how to do the smoking. We’ve also helped with baby smoking 
in Titjikala and Papunya. Margaret Campbell did a baby smoking ceremony in Titjikala teaching 
younger women about this, 

Baby and Mother Smoking CeremoniesBaby and Mother Smoking Ceremonies

Have you got a new baby in your family that you want to be in a “smoking ceremony”?
Smoking ceremony for babies is very important for strengthening the mother and baby’s spirit and 
well being. It helps connect the baby to mother and grandmothers, to stay strong in culture, and is 
particularly important now most babies are born in hospital far away from family and country.

Put the babies into the smoke. This helps them to grow up strong, calm and healthy. When 
you smoke them they get really gentle and relaxed not crying. Mums need to be smoked 
too, to help have lots of milk for babies.

Yamurna Oldfield





Cultural  & Community Plans Cultural  & Community Plans 



Waltja’s cultural get togetherWaltja’s cultural get together

Three times a year our members and Directors come together from across the Central desert 
communities. Waltja has members from the WA to the Queensland border and down as 
far as Areyonga and up as far as Wilora. It’s a huge area over 900,000 kilometres and about 
13,000 people.  
When we come together we camp out under the stars and during the day the Waltja staff 
look after us so we can relax and concentrate on the things we want to talk about. Our 
members always do things together to have fun and also to learn from one another. During 
the year we don’t go to each other’s communities unless they are close up, or we have a 
sports carnival or cultural reasons. As Indigenous women we don’t have a chance to come 
together in big groups like we do at Waltja, with different language groups. When we talk 
and share out stories we always feel stronger from that and go back home feeling calmer and 
ready to try out some new ideas. 
At Waltja all the work, the programs, the activities are centred around culture, language and 
relationships. We communicate a lot through our art and we talk in our own language first. 
This helps us to think clearly what we want to say before we share our thoughts in English. 
There are nine main languages spoken by our members but we find common ground. What 
makes Waltja special is our Directors and members have a strong presence on the ground 
where the work is being done, in their own communities. As leaders they can help with and 
monitor Waltja’s work. They can drive the direction of Waltja.
Waltja had a cultural workshop during winter. There was lots of artwork made, storytelling in 
language and plenty of laughter as well as serious thought. We continued to think about the 
impact of culture on our lives and how it keeps us mentally and physically strong. Culture is 
the way to keep people connected to country and community.
During that meeting we took the opportunity to talk about things impacting on community 
life, on aged and disability supports needed and how the NDIS might be able to help, 
difficulties young people face around education, gender and identity, the different ways we 
can support the staff at Waltja to do good work out bush.  We also talked about the hard 
things like suicide and the sadness it brings. We saw that young people need help with 
suicide awareness and also with using social media responsibly. 
The next time we will all get together will be in spring towards the end of September on 
Monday the 20th - Thursday the 23rd. Let us know if you are interested in joining us and 
learning about the “Waltja Way”.



Waltja’s Youth team, NT Health and Mac Youth worked with Elders and strong young 
leaders in Papunya to say Puyu Wanti – stay safe from marijuana, alcohol and other 
drugs. Puyu means smoke and refers to gunja and wanti means leave it alone. 
Puyu hurts young people, their families and their community. The elders took young men 
and women out on separate bush trips. They talked about the effects of alcohol and other 
drugs and how young people need to step up as leaders to hold culture and community 
strong. The young people listened to their elders and talked up about their worries. They all 
started planning for a stronger community together.
This led to a plan for a Family Fun Day event at the Papunya School. Around 120 
community people joined in. Elders Linda Allen Anderson and Ashley Robertson talked 
up about how their community can be strong in saying Wiya, Wanti! No! Leave It! to 
marijuana, alcohol and other drugs.



Mac Youth with the NT Health Remote AOD team kept all the young people entertained 
with fun, games and activities. There were loads of prizes. People did screen printing 
with puyu wanti! messages. Daniel Shyhun, the NT Health Nutritionist made rissoles and 
the school staff and teachers cooked for everyone. CDP built a stage for the Papunya 
band, Dust Storm. It was Dust Storm’s very first community performance and they did a 
brilliant job. 
Papunya’s continuing this good work. Linda Anderson has organised a meeting with 
elders from other communities to share stories and ideas of how to stop drugs and 
alcohol from entering their communities. 
Thanks to Isobel Gorey, Punata Stockman, Linda Allen Anderson, Florence Brown, 
Joshua Poulson, Ashley Robertson, Sammy Butcher and Shakayla. Also to MacYouth, 
CDP, Papunya School, NT Health AOD, Nutrition teams and Waltja.

FFAAMMIILLYY  FFUUNN  DDAAYY



“ F i x  e m  u p ”“ F i x  e m  u p ”
B i k e  p r o j e c t

A n d  T s h i r t  p r i n t i n g

Alice Springs Police donated around 20 BMX and other mountain 
bikes to Waltja for the FIX EM UP project at Aputula community. 
Mel and Chris also went to the Alice Springs Tip Shop with a trail-

er and loaded it up full of more bikes. As soon as Mel arrived in 
the community the interest was over whelming! Local lads, Colin, 
Ashwyn and Lincoln took the lead and organised people fixing the 

bikes.  They were all fixed in just two days !!! 

Mel visited the school and sat with the upper and lower primary 
youth who all came together to design t-shirts for the bike project. 
The following week Mel returned with the students designs and 

they screen printed lots of tshirts. Young people were proud of the 
bikes they fixed up and were keen to start riding and learning the 
road rules. The bike program was such a success that no young 

person wanted to be without their bike and even the parents wanted 
one to ride around the community. It’s great when everyone comes 

together to support each other.



B i k e  p r o j e c t
A n d  T s h i r t  p r i n t i n g

Thank you to NT Office of Youth Affairs for funding, 
to the NT police and the Tip Shop for all the bikes 

the community and Waltja for making it happen to, 
help with the Patjikala project.



Artwork at Kungka KutjarraArtwork at Kungka Kutjarra



Waltja learns what’s happening in the community from the Directors. Directors talk to 
Executive. Exec talks with CEO and she talks with workers. Waltja workers are invited 
by the Directors to come to the community. They stay. They meet the Directors and 
their families. They make friends. They become family. They listen to all people in the 
community with the directors, young and old, men and women. We work together, 
Anangu/Yapa and Kardiya, workers. (Aboriginal and non Aboriginal) and Directors and 
community. 

It gives Waltja a better understanding of community and what people need, and gives us 
a strong voice with communities and with government. We make family from far and near. 
That’s why we called the organisation Waltja—family. Tjutangku means for a big lot and 
Palyapayi mean we are doing good. This is Luritja language, a common language that 
all the different language groups can understand. Waltja Tjutangku Palypayi, doing good 
work with families.

At Waltja the Directors don’t just sit around a big table and talk about things a long way 
from them. They have a strong voice. They go with the workers around the community, 
they find good leaders and young people to help them and work alongside them, 
look after them. They sit down together and listen to each other and to the people on 
community. They help everyone to be involved and to have a voice.

The Waltja Way 
Waltja’s Directors are the foundation of how we work, how Waltja connects with community 
and how we evaluate our processes and programs and their impact. All our policies, programs, 
projects and activities follow the values and priorities of these senior women. Local Aboriginal 
ways of doing business are incorporated into Waltja’s values, processes and organisational 
structure which is known as the Waltja Way. The Waltja Way gives Waltja an overall approach 
which is unique. 

The Waltja Way is recognised and appreciated by members, families and other organisations we 
work with. 

Family is the foundation of Aboriginal community and identity. 

Service delivery is most effective when it occurs in the context of family as understood by 
Aboriginal people. 

Waltja promotes self-reliance and dignity. 

Waltja works with everyone in the community. 

Direct service delivery is most effective when provided by local people who have access to 
training and support to ensure quality outcomes. 

Building and sustaining partnerships with Aboriginal communities is the most effective way 
of providing services to families. Irene Nangala

W a l t j a  w o r k s  l i k e  t h i sW a l t j a  w o r k s  l i k e  t h i s



Uwa nganana arnu ngurra ini half-wayla kutu 
panya meditjina putitja mantjilkitja manula kung-
ka-warra tjuta Katingu ngurra nintilkitja yaltji yaltji 
tjamunya munu kaminya nyinapai mai putitjangka 

We went out to half-way dam towards Finke River 
other side Chambers Pillar. We searched for the 
bush plant Atjilitja. This plant is good for joint pain 
and sores. We went out with our old ladies from 
Titjikala. It’s very important to go out and visit our 
country and teach our young kids how to look for 
bush medicine and what to look for. 



 Waltja Women’s Meeting Waltja Women’s Meeting
Waltja Tjutangku Palyapayi is holding a Directors Network and Culture meeting this September 
followed by our AGM and Planning Day. Come and share your community stories and hear what 
is happening from women in other places. At the meeting there will be plenty of time to talk and 
listen and to learn from each other. The meeting will be a mix of small and large activities, group 
work, presentations and some special guests. We will talk about the good things happening on 
community that you are proud of. We will also talk about the hard stuff and what help, programs 
or services could make things better. 
If you can come to the meetings and AGM please make sure your workplace and family know. 
If you take medicine check with your clinic you have enough to last the week. At the meeting 
everyone will be camping under the stars. There is no money for coming but everything is 
provided. Swags, firewood, cooking gear and all food will be ready for you. Just bring your shoes, 
blankets and any medication.

Monday        20 September  Travelling to Alice Springs 
Tuesday       21 September Network and Culture Day 
Wednesday 22 September  AGM and Waltja Planning Day

  Thursday      23 September   Travelling back home

If you want to join Waltja for these events please call Sharijn now as there are limited places and 
we don’t want you to miss out. Give us names from your community and we will organise your 

transport in and out. We hope to see you soon. 
DON’T FORGET TO CALL SHARIJN 8953 4488



NORFORCE (North-West Mobile Force) was formed in 1981 and is one of three Regional Force 
Surveillance Units. NORFORCE HQ is based at the Larrakeyah Barracks in Darwin. The primary role of 
NORFORCE is gathering information and looking out for illegal and dangerous activities to collect military 
intelligence and pass it onto other agencies.
Its area of operations covers 1.8 million square kilometres and include the Northern Territory and the 
Kimberley region of Western Australia – the largest landmass of any military unit in the world today. 
Aboriginal soldiers form up to 60 per cent of the NORFORCE personnel. They patrol the areas they come 
from and use their local knowledge of country and community.
NORFORCE is one of the largest employers of Indigenous people. The unit calls themselves ‘Greenskins’ 
acknowledging no matter what skin group the soldiers are from, they all serve as one skin group.

My name is Terrence Forrester, I am a local indigenous man from Alice Springs and I am proud to be an 
indigenous soldier in the Australian Army Reserves. I enlisted in the Australian Army in 2018 and did my 
recruit training and patrolman’s course the following year. I learnt the basic skills of becoming a soldier. I 
have been in NORFORCE for three years now, and I can say that I loved every thrill and adventure that I 
have gone on while doing various training and operations.
I have been doing my community services and media traineeship at Waltja this past year and recently 
went up to the top end for three weeks of training with NORFORCE to do the PTC-O Powered Tactical 
Craft Operator course. I got some experience on the 4.7m Zodiacs and Tinnies that NORFORCE mainly 
operates within and around the northern parts of Australia.

Joining the Defence Force can open up many career opportunities for yourself and make you a stronger 
and more disciplined person. You will learn life and time management skills and become a role model for 
the younger generation, setting a good example. If you are interested in joining or hearing more about 
NORFORCE and what we do, you can visit our local depot in Alice Springs, where Centre Squadron is 
located at 15 George Crescent or contact Defence Force Recruiting on 13 19 01.
Remember that the Defence Force is also a place for Young Kungka’s to join and empower themselves 
and open up great opportunities for them and their communities.

NORFORCE



As a proud Aboriginal Australian, Eddie Betts wants all kids to be educated and 
have an understanding of First Nations culture. Eddie is often asked to visit schools 
to share his knowledge and experience.

Eddie just retired from the AFL after playing for the Carlton and Adelaide clubs. He 
was born in south Australia but grew up in Kalgoorlie WA. 
When Eddie was a young fella he was getting into bad behaviour and into trouble. 
His Mum got him into a TAFE program in Melbourne run by a former football 
player. He went on to represent Victoria as a 16 year old in the AFL under 18s. He 
improved each year and became a crowd favourite. 

When Eddie Betts entered the Australian Football League (AFL), he was unable 
to read or write and knows the challenges and disadvantage this can cause young 
people. Now a respected leader and positive role model, Betts has created a series 
of educational books for children. The books aim to help kids read with confidence 
and enjoyment and give them the chance to express their own personality into the 
story. 

His first book “My Kind” is about spreading kindness and helping kids understand 
acceptance and equality. “My People”, Eddie Betts’ second book for children, is all 

about sharing and educating kids on Aboriginal culture 
and Australia’s First Nations people. 

EDDIE’S LIL HOMIES



WA T I YA M A N U  K U N G K A S  N I G H T  A N D  B B QWA T I YA M A N U  K U N G K A S  N I G H T  A N D  B B Q
Waltja organized a community BBQ and a 
Kungka Girls night in Watiyawanu  Mt Liebig 
Community. Mac outh offered great support to 
make this event successful by providing their 
Recreation Shed, their time and resources. The 
community members enjoyed the BBQ and this 
was followed by a Kungka night. Kitana Kelly, 
a young female leader in Watiyawanu led the 
event. The young girls coloured their hair pink 
and blue while some painted their nails bright 
blue and glittery. The others drew butterflies and 
flowers on their faces.  Young girls also talked 
stories about their friends, wanting to go to 
country for maku witchetty grubs and tjala honey 
ants. There was popcorn and a disco night after 
the hair colouring. Young people seemed to be 
enjoying the night and dancing to the music. 
The events were full of laughter and fun and a 
great way to enjoy being on community.  



WA T I YA M A N U  K U N G K A S  N I G H T  A N D  B B QWA T I YA M A N U  K U N G K A S  N I G H T  A N D  B B Q

Waltja Tjutangku Palyapayi



Kanyintjaku Tjananya Walt ja-Tjutangku TjungkungkuKanyintjaku Tjananya Walt ja-Tjutangku Tjungkungku



Kanyintjaku Tjananya Walt ja-Tjutangku TjungkungkuKanyintjaku Tjananya Walt ja-Tjutangku Tjungkungku
Waltja ran a workshop for women and girls in 
Aputula. Community elders came to talk about 
what to do when are thinking too much and hav-
ing big worries.

Evelyn Churchill was a strong leader for this 
workshop. “This is what I’m worried about for 
some people. They’re just walking around doing 
their own thing because their sisters and grand-
mothers are not showing them what to do... 
They’re not teaching them about safety. There’s 
no safety, they’re getting assaulted and doing a 
lot of bad things... We’ve got families around us 
that we can talk to. That’s our safety.” 

Everyone sat down together and talked about 
their worries and what helps people stay safe. 
We talked about the safe places to go, safe peo-
ple to talk to and how to stay strong. Then the 
young girls and women painted two big canvas 
to tell the story of the workshop. The paintings 
are about girls going out bush with women, 
camping out, telling stories and learning about 
culture and country and staying connected.

“All the elders, we learn from them. We as 
young people, we grew up with them. Going out 
hunting, looking for witchetty grubs. We used to 
walk with them you know, going out hunting... 
for honey ants, witchetty grubs and we used to 
look around for bush tomatoes and figs. Learn-
ing from old people you know, from the elders, 
that’s what kept us strong growing up.” – Eve-
lyn

The paintings will be hung up in community so 
that everyone can see them and know that there 
is support around them.
Thanks to everyone who came along! 

Thank you to Northern Territory Department of 
Health for funding support. 

Coming Together Looking After Them
Coming Together Looking After Them



Desert Mob celebrates 30 years              
of bringing together the art and culture of 
Aboriginal artists from across the desert 
communities.

Araluen Arts Centre held the first exhibition in 
1991 and represented the art and craft work 
of thirteen art centres and art groups, with the 
hope that it would become an annual event. This 
year art centres in Arrernte country, the Western 
Desert, Martu country, Aṉangu Pitjantjatjara 
Yankunytjatjara Lands, Ngaanyatjarra Lands, 
Spinifex country, the Barkly and Utopia, will 
come together for Desert Mob’s 30th anniversary 
year.

Across three decades, Desert Mob has 
presented thousands of new works by thousands 
of artists, shared their many stories and cultural 
projects, and has become a premier event 
across the nation. Desert Mob has created a 
legacy in Mparntwe, as a place for artists to 
gather and strengthen culture, for visitors to 
listen to and share in one of the most significant 
art movements and the strongest expressions of 
First Nations culture in the world.

Desert Mob Marketplace

The Desert Mob Marketplace is a large 
affordable art market, bringing together 
paintings, carvings, ceramics, weaving, 
sculptures, clothing, jewellery, textiles and 
homewares from Aboriginal owned art centres 
across Central Australia. Purchasing from 
the Desert Mob Marketplace ensures the ethical 
purchasing of art with all income going to art 
centres.

Official Opening 5pm Friday 10 September. 



The Nyirripi Food Garden aims to increase community food security and provide a space for 
community members to learn about nutrition and health by building a garden that is accessible 
for families. With huge support from the Nyirripi Community, support from PHN Alcohol and 
Other Drugs Team, and long hours from the Arid Edge Environmental Services team, the 
Nyirripi Food Garden is finished!
Nyirripi Community is on Warlpiri Country, part of the Southern Tanami region of the Central 
Land Council. With only one unsealed road for access, food security is an issue for Nyirripi’s 
240 residents, especially during wet season when floods can cut off road access, sometimes for 
weeks at a time.
Community development and consultation is a key part the Arid Edge approach. Over the past 
few months, Arid Edge met with community members and the school to find out what people 
wanted from the food garden and where the best location for it was. Taking into account the 
design elements the community wanted to have in the food garden, Arid Edge planted Mulberry, 
Lemon, Orange, Mandarin, Fig and Mango tress, built a big share structure with mesh for grape 
vines and Bush Banana, compost bays and a bushfoods garden bed.

Nyirripi Food GardenNyirripi Food Garden



Waltja supported a movie night organised by Finke 
School and MacDonnell Regional Council. There was 
a big screen set up at the school as an opportunity to 
engage young people and their families together. 
The community provided a BBQ, food and drinks for the 
young people. The movie was about the Finke desert 
race. The kids were in awe to see their community on 
the screen. It was an entertaining event, for the commu-
nity to have fun together.

“Finke: There and Back”“Finke: There and Back”



 “ G I R L S  N I G H T “ G I R L S  N I G H T ””

 Kungka’s Night, Girls Night was planned for young women from 14 – 20 years old. 
Katie from Mac Youth and Mel and Izzy from Waltja worked together to make this 
a special event. News spread fast around the community especially once the word 
was out that there would also be a BBQ along with a pamper night of dyeing hair 
and painting fingernails and toenails.

The Rec Hall was soon full of happy laughter and loud music as the young women 
set about choosing which colours to dye each other’s hair. Some of them also dyed 
their younger sister’s hair too and showed them how to paint their nails. There was 
lots of excitement with everyone having fun and posing for photographs!
They all tucked into a healthy feed cooked up on the outdoor BBQ and there was 
also lots of fresh fruit to choose from. Some of the food went to the young men 
who had spent the evening playing basketball at the outdoor courts with Luke from 
MacYouth.



NAIDOC WeeK CelebrationNAIDOC WeeK Celebration
NAIDOC week celebrations are run all across Australia, in order to celebrate 
the history, culture and achievements of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples. This year Waltja helped to organise a great NAIDOC event 
in Mt Liebig with help from Mac Youth, Purple House, and lots of young 
people.
The celebrations included a screen printing workshop followed by a 
community BBQ. Waltja bought lots of black jumpers with the idea of 
screen printing a design on them that represents and celebrates the lives 
and culture of the young community people.

A couple of weeks before the event Izzy and Swasti from Waltja headed 
out to Mt Liebig and they ran a drawing activity with young people at the 
recreation hall. Everyone drew what they thought should be screen printed 
on the jumpers. There were so many great ideas and beautiful drawings. 
Almost everyone drew something about the Saint’s, showing just how 
important footy is! 

Little bits were taken from each drawing and combined to make one design 
for printing. Waltja headed back to Mt Liebig during NAIDOC and had lots 
of fun screen printing jumpers with all of the young people. A big thanks to 
Mac Youth for helping to put on a BBQ dinner for everyone.   

Thanks to Purple House for donating to the event and to the National 
Indigenous Australians Agency (NIAA) for contributing with a small NAIDOC 
grant. Thanks Waltja Directors for supporting this event. 






